How We Meet Matters
DIGITAL EVENT
CARBON ACCOUNTING
Po

Why It Matters
How does the carbon footprint of a digital meeting compare to convening in-person?
Businesses are more focused than ever on reducing the carbon impacts of their activities
and understanding those impacts can play a meaningful role in helping shape an organization’s
emissions goals, targets, and reduction strategies. If you have ever wanted to learn more
about digital and physical event assessment methodologies rooted in real-world case study
examples, this white paper on Digital Event Carbon Accounting provides answers to these
questions and sheds light on critical pathways to a more inclusive and sustainable planet.

QUICK LINKS

Case Studies: What the evidence shows
Digital Event Carbon Methodology: Calculating digital event emissions
Physical Event Carbon Methodology: Calculating physical event emissions
Conclusion: What it all means

Why Events?

A WORD ABOUT

Events, both digital and physical, play a larger role in our understanding of
emissions than meets the eye. We know from assessments of in-person
gatherings that 90% or more of a physical event’s carbon footprint comes
from simply “getting there and back.” We also know these impacts can be

—
This white paper uses
the following terms
interchangeably:

• Physical and In-Person
• Digital and Virtual
• Carbon, Emissions, and CO2e

decreased by 565 million km (and 79 million kg CO2e!) between 2020 and
in perspective, that is equivalent to 734 trips to the moon and back.

it has managed or consulted on. Common sources of physical event emissions can include:

Venue Energy

Hotel Energy

Air Travel

Ground Travel

Freight

Materials
Waste

and identify outliers. Of particular interest then is:

How does our physical event data compare against the sudden transition
to a fully-digital events industry in 2020 and early 2021—especially in
terms of the carbon emissions of how people convene?
Common sources of digital event emissions were found to include:

Device

Data
Transmission

Data Center

Home Energy

What follows are examples of events measured both in digital and physical formats, and the methodologies used to

another reminder that:

How we meet matters, particularly when it comes to carbon emissions.

So what do these event comparisons look like in the real world?
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Case Study #1
DIGITAL EVENT 2020

PHYSICAL EVENT 2019

Views: 7,538

Attendees: 788
Days: 2
Southwest United States

9,272
By Region

EMISSIONS

EMISSIONS

594,930 kg CO2e

METHOD

+

+

458 kg CO2e

59,295 kg CO2e
32,003 kg CO2e

METHOD

14,997 kg CO2e

1,993 kg CO2e

5,592 kg CO2e
Total = 706,816 kg CO2e

Digital Emissions Methods
and
how they are calculated in the next section, but for now let’s look at a few
METHODS

A WORD ABOUT
THE CASE STUDIES

—

Server Renewable Energy | METHOD
calculates energy at the
data center level separately, and in this case the data center hosting the
streaming content was powered by 100% renewable energy, reducing
the total emissions by 26 kg CO2e.

based on actual events that

Location | METHOD
takes the end user’s location into account,
and in this case the majority of the videos were watched in locations
that sourced a higher than average percentage of their power from
renewable sources, reducing their footprint.

case studies follow the same
trends as the 15 other events

studies were held in-person
in 2019, and digitally in 2020.

in 2020.

Digital vs. Physical Emissions Comparison
fraction when compared to the physical event footprint. If METHOD
is used, the higher of the two
methods, the 2019 physical event had a 355x higher emissions footprint than the digital event in
2020! To put that into context, the digital event that provided over 9,000 hours of streaming content
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Case Study #2
DIGITAL EVENT 2020
Attendees: 900
18,000

EMISSIONS
METHOD

3,870 kg CO2e 2e

PHYSICAL EVENT 2019
Attendees: 969
Days: 3
West Coast United States

EMISSIONS
1,392,817 kg CO2e
13,847 kg CO2e
10,651 kg CO2e
2,296 kg CO2e
Total = 1,419,611 kg CO2e

Streaming Emissions
METHOD

was used. Even if we apply a ratio of 1:4 as shown between METHODS
lower

and

in

Air Travel Emissions
total emissions is consistent with the average typically seen at physical events. Emissions from local
energy use, such as hotel and venue energy, are usually higher than that of a digital event, but within
the same order of magnitude.

Let’s take a closer look at how digital events are calculated!
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Digital Event Emissions Methodology
differences exist because all events are not created equal, and depending on your needs and the availability of

interested in an easy calculation and have limited data availability. There is merit to each, and it’s up to the
unique situation inherent in each event to decide which is best.

METHOD
Device

METHOD

Data
Transmission

: Streaming-Specific
Data Center

calculates the energy required to stream video at the device, data transmission, and data center

Device

reports that their users stream on a TV 70% of the time, laptop (15%), tablet (10%),

Resolution and Frame Rate

, while streaming at 720p (30 frames per second (fps))
resolution and frame rate, an hour-long video is 12.9x larger than a 720p at 30 fps video.

Location
Depending on where you and the data centre are located, your carbon footprint from energy use varies. A video
4.4x more CO2e than a video streamed in California solely based on
clean energy used at that location. By using the percent of renewable energy sourced at each unique location,
for some end users, but it’s usually only a subset of the total. In the absence of precise location data, country or
worldwide averages can be used, but these averages typically don’t account for population, and can’t predict the
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Physical Materials and Shipments
Although not technically part of the energy needed to power event streaming, physical items such as swag and food
there lifecycle emissions from producing physical materials and packaging, but items are often shipped by air, and
perishable food may require overnight shipping on refrigerated transport. It was found that the emissions footprint
from shipping a single box to each attendee at a digital event in 2020 made up almost 95% of total event emissions.

Other Factors
There are many additional factors that can affect streaming video energy use. One major component to
consider is which data center is used, and their
and environmental commitments. As server
technology and AI advance, data centers become better at storing and accessing data, reducing their energy
providers:

,

,

.

Even knowing all of the information above, many variables affecting real streaming energy use will remain

calculation can be used like in METHOD

METHOD

.

: Auxiliary Energy

Home Energy

This method calculates streaming energy use by broadening the scope to account for other energy consumed at

This method assumes that as an end user streams content, they also use other energy that wouldn’t be needed if
which can act as a buffer to account for unknowns and worst case scenarios mentioned in the previous section.
The example equation below shows how a simple emissions calculation would work for an end user residing in

accurate calculation can be made by knowing the proportion of streamers in each state, and calculating their
emissions separately. The content might also be streamed internationally or primarily from another country,
in which case the factor would need to be changed. The average emissions per hour streamed in the United
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Here is an example of a calculation for METHOD

:

Formula: PPE*(CO2e/kWh)

PPE - Average per person energy use (kWh) per hour
CO2e/kWh - Emissions (kg CO2e) per unit of Energy (kWh)
Example Calculation: 0.5 kWh * 0.432 kg CO2e/kWh = 0.215 kg CO2e per US citizen per hour

Pros and Cons of METHOD

and METHOD

the real world. This paper presents two possible methods for measurement, both with their merits and
limitations. Below is a short list of pros and cons of each.

METHOD

METHOD

Auxiliary Energy

Streaming-Specific
•

Pros

•

data used
targeted mitigation strategies

• A more rigorous calculation

Cons

• Allows for a larger audience

to internalize energy impacts

• Requires data that may not be available
•

• Easy to calculate

•

energy impact

•

the energy impact due to
technological innovation

• Doesn’t take into account

home auxiliary energy use

And what about physical events?
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Physical Event Emissions Methodology
as Scope 3 emissions
accounting for physical events generally ranges between actual metered data and modeled estimates based on

Venue Energy |
Venue Energy

based on contracted event square footage factored with

averages

.

Hotel Energy |
Hotel Energy

The energy used at hotels and accommodations are estimated using the

“per occupied room” emissions from the

.

Material Waste |
Materials
Waste

Defra, 2020 to determine the emissions factors for different material excavation, production,
transportation, and disposal.
Travel & Transportation Impacts:
Defra, 2020.

Air Travel |
Air Travel

Ground Transportation |
Ground Travel

assigned an average round trip distance. This category also includes airport shuttles, taxi,
app-based ride services, bus, and rail.

Freight |
Freight

So what does all of this mean and what does the future hold?
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Conclusion
through meeting digitally, averaging a 95-99% reduction, when compared to physical events. Collectively
these projects saved a cumulative 79,418,230 kg of CO2e!
for calculating most digital impacts, we believe it is possible
that these savings were actually conservatively reported.
METHOD

Looking Ahead
Armed with such stark quantitative insights, it begs the question: how can this data inform and improve
how we meet from a sustainability perspective? One such outcome from the assessment is the potential
for articulating more meaningful targets and thresholds for when travel is necessary for our events. If the
50% physical and 50% digital “hybrid model”
moving forward, it would eliminate 50% of associated event emissions!
Additionally, what if our attendees have come to expect a virtual attendance option? Events that continue
to offer a robust, engaging digital event component will simultaneously reach more people and reduce their
emissions impact. Imagine a world with a greater range of choices for event attendance, with transparent
to give a one-hour presentation.

and drivers towards innovation and the evolution of hybrid meetings. Carbon capture and drawdown
technology will need to be effectively paired with overall reduction strategies to achieve global targets, and
digital and hybrid events can play a part.

MeetGreen digital events achieved a 117% increase
in attendance along with a 78% increase in countries represented. We feel that this enhanced
event attendance options vital for both our people and planet.

important reminder that our event choices have real world environmental consequences, and that
more than ever:

How We Meet Matters.
n®

